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In this paper we study the scattering theory of the operator
(0.1) L
u
 = ilD—i
- 0 «! β, •
u? 0 0
. uί 0 0 .
D = d/dx , u = t(u1, u2)
1 =
1 0 0
0-1 0
0 0 -1 J
where u
λ
 and u2 are complex-valued integrable functions, and * denotes complex-
conjugate.
The operator L
u
 has been introduced by Manakov [4] in order to solve the
system of non-linear Schrϋdinger equations
(0.2) ώf+2-χjf+||u||2ιι = 0, \\u\\2 = ItiJ'+W
in terms of the scattering data of (0.1).
In [4], Manakov has described the scattering theory of (0.1) formally. The
scattering theory of (0.1) resembles in many respects to that of the operator
(0.3) 1 0
0 -1 D-i
0 u
u* 0
which has been introduced by Zakharov and Shabat [7] in order to solve the
scalar non-linear SchrOdinger equation. The scattering theory of (0.3) has been
treated by Tanaka [6] in detail.
The main differences between (0.1) and (0.3) appear in the structure of the
scattering matrix (S-matrix) (§2) and in the part of the inverse problem (§5).
The 5-matrix is the operator which relates the asymptotic behavior of solutions
of eigenvalue problem L
u
f=ξf as x—* — oo to the asymptotic behavior as Λ—»oo.
As the suitable base of this eigenspace, we take Jost solutions. In the case of
(0.3) the 5-matrix is 2x2 type and has the form
a b
-b* a*
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with analogous properties as in the case of one-dimensional Schrϋdinger operator
[2]. In our case the S-matrix is a 3 X 3 unitary matrix (Λαjβ)ιsα,0s3 The element
a
u(ζ) is holomorhic in the upper half plane Im ζ>0 (ζ is the parameter of the
eigenvalue problem L
u
f=ζf), and a
aβ
(ζ) (α, yS=2, 3) are holomorphic in the lower
half plane Im f<0. Let ζ. (j=l, •••, N) be the zeros of a^(ζ) in the upper half
plane. The elements a
aβ
(ξ) (ay β=2, 3) and their values at f y* play important
roles in deriving the system of integral equations of the inverse problem. At
ζ=ζj, ζj*, Jost solutions are linearly dependent and coefficients of the linear
relation are related to a
aβ
(ζj*) (α, β=2, 3). These relations do not appear
explicitly in [4]. Whole S-matrix is determined from its first row and pair of
complex numbers associated to each zero ζ.. Actual construction is much more
complicated than the analogous one for the case of (0.3).
In solving the inverse problem, we meet a new problem which does not
arise in the cases of one-dimensional Schrϋdinger operator and (0.3). In our
formulation of the problem we must show certain relations among the solutions
of the fundamental integral equations of the inverse problem. Though we have
no complete proof, we can show that these relations hold for the case of reflec-
tionless potentials which correspond to the S-matrix of the case a12(ξ) = a13(ξ) = Q.
In §§1 and 2 we treat the direct scattering theory. In §3 we reconstruct
the S-matrix from the scattering data. In §4 we derive the fundamental integral
equations of the inverse problem. In §5 we study the inverse problem.
Throughout the paper integrations are taken over (—00, oo) unless ex-
plicitly indicated. For a complex matrix M, Mt denotes its adjoint matrix
i.e. Mt='Af *.
The author expresses his hearty gratitude to Professor S. Tanaka for
suggesting this problem and for his attention to this work.
1. Jost solutions
We consider on the whole real line the eigenvalue problem
(1.1) L
u
f=ζf, ζ =
where the operator L
u
 is defined by (0.1).
In case of u1=u2=09 the functions
<?>(*, ?) = '(!, 0,0) exp(-«*)
0,(*,0 = '(0, 1,0) exp(ι?*)
*.(*, ζ) = '(0, 0, 1) exp (iζx)
form a complete system of solutions of (1.1).
Put v(x)=\u
ί
(x)\-{-\u2(x)\> and throughout the paper we assume that
l(—oo9 oo ). Then put
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S ±oov(y)dy.X
For a three-dimensional vector y=*(yly y2> JV3) we denote
\y\ =max( |y 1 | , \yz\, \ y Λ \ ) .
First we have
Theorem 1.1. There exist unique solutions φ
Λ) ψβ (α, /?=!, 2, 3) of (1.1)
such that
= 2, 3
I φι(*, f)-0ι(*, f) I ^ Cσ+(Λ) ex
I ΦΛ*, ?)-**(*, 0I £Cσ+(x) exp (-77*)
and
ex
(*, f )- (^*» f ) I ^ Cσ_(^) exp (-
Λ
 = 2, 3
Λ— >• — oo. ΨΊ, φ2 ίϊwJ φ3 αr^ holomorphic in ζ in the upper half plane and φly -
holomorphic in ζ in the lower half plane.
Proof. Substituting the expression
/(*) = a(x)ΘAx, ζ)+β(x)θ2(x, ζ)+ry(x)θ3(x, ζ)
into (1.1), we have
of(x) = (tfιW/2(*)+ιι2(Λ?)/8(*)) exp (iζx)
β>(
x
) = _Mι*(Λ)/ι(Λ) exp (-iζx)
γ'(x) = —
 tt2*(Λ?)/l(Λ?) exp (— ί?Λ?) .
From these relations we obtain the integral equations for φ
Λ
:
(1.2) φ
Λ
(*, f)-0
Λ
(*, 0
\ βi
JΛ:
These integral equations can be solved by the method of successive approximation
yielding the required estimates as in [1, p. 22], Q.E.D.
We call the solutions φ
Λ
, -ψ β Jost solutions of (1.1).
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Put
Φι(x, ζ) = exp (—iζx)k1(xy ζ)
φ
β
(*, f) = exp (£*)*.(*, ζ) α = 2, 3
' *1(x,ζ) = ap(-iζx)hl(x,ς)
Ψ*(#» ?) = exp (iζx)h
Λ
(x, ζ) a = 2, 3 .
For &
Λ> λβ, assume that the integral representations
*ι(*, 0 ^ '(1, 0, 0)+ ("^(a, y) exp (-2
Jo
*,(*, f) = '(0, 1, 0)+r^ ,(*, j) exp
*,(*, f) = '(0, 0,
(1.4)
*,(*, ζ) = '(1, 0, 0)+ Γ /f^*, )^ exp (-2iζy)dy
J -00
h*(x, ζ) = '(0, 1, 0)+ _#2(*, y) exp (2ί
A^*, 0 = '(0, 0, 1)+ (° H3(x, y) exp (2iζy)dy
J -00
hold. Putting them into (1.2), we obtain the integral equations for K
Λ
 :
£*(*> y) + Γ(u1(z)Kl2(^ y)+u2(z)KίΛ(z9 y))dz = 0Jx
S x+yufWK^z, x+y-z)dz = u*(x+y)X
J x+yu*(z)Kn(z, x+y~z)dz = u2*(x+y)X
\Ul(z)Ka2(z, x+y-z)+ut(»)KJ(», x+y-z))dz
(x, tf- J V(*)*«(«, y)dz = 0
0 a = 2, 3 .
Let v(x) be in L1'00— L1 Π L°° (in the following we use this notation) and put
m±(x) = ess. mp±y±±Λv(y) .
Then the integral equations for kernels K
a
 can be solved by the method of
successive approximation and the solutions are estimated as
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\K
Λ
(x, y) I ^Cm+(x+y) exp (σ+(*)) a = 1, 2, 3 .
We also have the integral equations for kernels H
Λ
 and the estimates
I H
Λ
(x, y) I ^ Cm_(x+y) exp (σ_(*)) a =1,2, 3
hold. Thus we have
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that v is in Lliββ #w</ w±(±#) ΛΓ* i» Lltβ*(a, °o)for
some a. Then Jost solutions have the integral representations (1.3). ^4ntί the
functions #
x
 ##</ «2 are reconstructed by
iφ) = κ*ί*9 o) = -κn(x, 0) = -#*(*, 0) = #„(*, 0)
iφO - **(*, 0) = -K
n
(x, 0) - -^ *(^ , 0) = H31(x, 0) .
2. Scattering matrix and scattering data
In this section we define the scattering matrix and the scattering data of the
operator (0.1), and investigate the properties of them.
Let y(x), z(x) and w(x) be solutions of (1.1), then as is well known the
wronskian \y, z, w\ — det (y, zy w) satisfies the differential equation f'=iζf.
From this fact and the asymptotic behavior of Jost solutions, we have
(2.1) I φ,(χ9 ξ), φ2(x, ξ ), φ8(*, ξ) I = I ψ ,^ ξ ), ψ2(Λ> ξ), ψ8(Λ, I) I = exp (iξx) .
Hence ψ
Λ
(x9 ξ) are expressed by means of φΛ(x, ξ) :
(2.2) ψw(*, I) = ΣS-ιMf)φβ(^ f) α = 1, 2, 3
On the other hand, let Luy—t^y, L
u
z=ζ2z. Then we can show
= 0
where / is the matrix in (0.1). Therefore in case of f1==f2* we have (d/dx)
(#ty)=O.Using this fact, we have
(2.3) φ
Λ
t(Λ, f)φ
β
(Λ, f) = ψ
Λ
t(*, f)ψ
β
(
Λ
, f) = δ
α
^
(2.4)
(2.5) '(Mf )) = (Φι(*» ?) » Φ2(^> f ) > Φ.(*.
and
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These relations and (2.1) imply that the matrix (a
aβ
(ξ)) is unitary and uni-
modular (i.e. det (a
aβ
(ξ))=l), and the matrices (φ^x, ξ), φ2(x9 ξ), φ3(x, £)),
(Ψι(*ι ξ)> 2^(*> ?), 'Ψ sί*, I)) are unitary ([4]).
Putting the integral representations for φ
Λ
, ι/r
β
 into (2.4), we obtain the
integral representations for a
aβ
:
ι 3 exp
a
aβ
(ξ) = δ
α/5+ θ) exp (-2iξy)dy a, β = 2, 3
(2-6)
exp (-2i£jO«*K α = 2, 3
a
al(ξ) = AM(y) exp (2«^)<fy « = 2, 3 .
We write explicite formula only for A^:
A
n
(y) = #„(*, -y)+X*(«, j)+ Σ β-.Γ ι^*P(*. y-^H^x, -z)dz .Jo
The functions A
a
β are bounded integrable functions estimated as
\A
u
(y)\, \A
aβ
(y)\^C(m_(-2-*y)+m+(2-*y)) y>0, α, β = 2, 3
a = 2, 3 .
The coefficient #
n
(f ) is the boundary value of the holomorphic function in
the upper half plane and a
aβ
(ξ) (α, /?— 2, 3) are the boundary values of the
holomorphic functions in the lower half plane. These holomorphic functions
are defined by
,
(
 ' MO = Φβf(*, £*) ^»(^ » f) Im r^O ,
 α
, 0 = 2, 3 .
Next we derive the relations among Jost solutions. For this purpose we
begin with following lemma, which is obtained by direct calculation.
Lemma 2. 1 . Let y(x) and z(x) be solutions of ( 1 . 1 ) , then the function w(x) =
exp (iξ*x) (y*(x) X z*(x)) satisfies the equation L
u
w=ζ*w, where the expression
yXz denotes the vector product of three-dimensional vectors yy z.
For Jost solutions we have
Lemma 2.2. The relations
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(2.8) £,(*, ?*) = exp (iξ*X)(φ*(x, ζ) X φ*(x, ξ)) Jm
(2.9) ψ1(*,0 = «P(«*)(Ψ,*(*,f*)xψ .*(*,?*)) m ~
Λotf.
Proof. As we have seen at the beginning of this section, the matrix
(Φι(x, ξ), φt(x, ξ), Φ&, ξ)) is unitary i.e.
(Φι(*. ξ), *.(*, ?)> Φaί*. £))" = (Φι(*. f )• Φι(*. £), Φa(*, f)) f
Calculating the left-hand side according to the formula for the inverse matrix,
we have (2.8) for real ξ:
Φι(*. ξ) = exp (iξx) (Φ**(*, f )X Φ»*(«, 5)) .
From this relation on the real line we obtain relations among integral kernels:
+K*(x,y)+K*(X,y)
and similar relations for K12 and J^13. Using these relations, we have (2.8).
Q.E,D.
REMARK 1. In case of #2=0, we have
φ3(*> 0 = ΨS(Λ, f ) = β.(Λ, f )
and
exp (ίf*Λ)(y*(Λ)xβ,*(Λ, f)) = *(Λ*W, -JΊ*(«), 0) .
Thus the operation exp (/^^(j;*^) X Θ3*(x, ζ)) corresponds to the operation
* in [6], [7].
From (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) we obtain another expressions of α
n
(£):
*ιι =
 exP —
α*(?*) - exp (-ίr*
Λ
) I φ ,^ f *), ψ
a
(
Λ
, f *), .ψ8(*, ?*) I Im f ^ 0 .
Therefore if ?0 is a zero of a^(ζ) in the upper half plane, i/r^ φ2, φ3 are linearly
dependent at £0 and φn Λ/r2, ψ3 are linearly dependent at f0*:
(2 10^ ^1^> °^^  == Cl*2^' t°)
Φι(^, r0*) = ι^ψ2(^, r
There exist relations among C
Λ
 and d
β
, which we need later. The following
theorem gives the relations.
Theorem 2.3. The relations
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(211) * • *
c*dl = a32(ζ0*) c*d2 = —a22(ζ*)
hold.
Proof. By lemma 2.2 and (2.10), we have
(2.12) exp (»?„*)(*,*(*, £„*) X *,*(*, f.*)) = «ιφ«(*, U+^ΦsC*. ?.)
(2.13) exp (£.**)(&*(*, ?.) X <k*(*, ?β)) = <*!*»(*, ?.*)+<*,*,(*, ?.*)
Taking the vector product of φ2(x, ζ0) and (2.12), we have
From this and (2.13), we have
(2.i4) φ*(X, r«) x (ψ.ί*. £.*
Using the identity for vector products
yx(zχw) =
and the relations (2.7), we conclude that the left-hand side of (2.14) is equal to
Q.E.D.
We now assume that
(2.15) β
n
for any real ξ. As the integral representation (2.6) holds with integral kernel
Ally αn(f)-^l as IζΊ-^oo. By this property and (2.15) αn(f) has only finite
number of zeros in the upper half plane. We assume further that those zeros
are simple. We denote them by ζj (/=!, •••, N) and denote by cj(A> d j(A (7=!,
•••, N, a=l, 2) the number associated with ξj by the relations (2.10).
We define r±β(f)(α= 1,2) by
We call the matrix (a
aβ
(ξ)) the scattering matrix and the collection {r+Λ(g),
f y, ^y(α=-l, 2,y=l,. ,ΛΓ)}(resp. {r_β(?),fy*,rfyβ(α=l, 2,j=l, -, JV)}) the
right (resp. left) scattering data of the operator L
u
 or of the potential u=t(ul) u2).
We note here that the functions r±a have the expressions
(2.16) r±Λ(ξ) = \F±OΛ(x) exp (-2%x)dx ,
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For, by (2.15) and the Wiener's theorem [3, Theorem W], there exists a function
which satisfies
(x) exp (2iξx)dx,
and in view of the fact ^eL1'00, we can show that^eL1'00.
REMARK 2. In case of u2=0 the scattering matrix turns out to be
a(ξ) b(ξ) 0
0 0 1
where a(ξ) and b(ξ) are the coefficients which appear in [6], [7].
REMARK 3. Our arguments in this section work for the operator
0 1 Γ O 'a(2.17) A, =
where I
n
 is the identity matrix of degree n, by suitable modifications.
3. Reconstruction of the scattering matrix from the scattering data
Let the collection {r
Λ
(ξ), ζjy cjΛ (a=l, 2,j=l, ~,N)} have the following
properties: the functions rj(ξ) have the expressions
r
Λ
(ξ) = R*(x) exp (2iξx)dx
ζj are complex numbers, which satisfy Imf y>0, ζj^pζk (j=ttyy and cjΛ are
complex numbers, which satisfy Π^=ι( \Cj
 l \ + \cJ2 \ ) Φ 0.
Our purpose in this section is to determine the unitary and unimodular
matrix (a
a
β(ξ)) (a, β=l, 2, 3) and complex numbers dj(Λ from this collection so
that they satisfy following requirements:
i ) the elements a
aβ
 have the integral representations (2.6) with bounded
integrable kernels A
a
β,
ii ) the numbers ζj are the zeros of a^ζ) in the upper half plane and the
zeros ζj of tf
n
(f) are simple,
iii) the numbers cj(A and d.Λ satisfy the relations
Cjjji = ^ (^ ) Cj2d,2 = -<Z22(ζ*)
iv) the functions r
Λ
 are reconstructed by
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At first by virtue of Wiener's theorem, there exists a function g^L1'00 which
satisfies
1 + *(*) exp (2iξX}dx = (1+ \ f l ( ξ ) 1 2+ |
We denote the left-hand side of the above relation by/(£). Since the matrix-
valued function
F( y=
is positive definite, by the factorization theorem of positive definite matrix
function [3, Theorem 8.2], there exists a matrix-valued function
Λoo Λoo
+ 1 £22(*)exρ(— 2iζx)dx \ g23(x)Gxρ(—2iJo Jo
f oo f o.
\ ^W exp (— 2iζx)dx l + l ^(Λ:) exp (— 2if#)<fc
Jo Jo
where g
a
β(x) (ay β=2, 3) belong to L1, which satisfies
and detG^fJΦO for Imζ'^O. The matrix function G^ζ) is uniquely deter-
mined. By the proof of the theorem we quoted above and the fact gly Rly R2^
L1'00, we can show that the function g
a
β are in L1>0°.
Put
MO = Π^ίC-CyXC-fy*)-1 , b. = Uζ.Γ
vfheref=df/dζ. We consider the system of linear equations for the unknowns
(3.1) -e&ί* - 1- Σ^-i JXyxrf ϋiίf jf-f y
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4) -4?^ = i- Σyj_,
where Cy
Λ
 are defined by
(3.5) '«-., <
 2) = (det G*(ζ*
or in matrix notation
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(3.1)' -C2*</2 = J-ABCJ*
(3.2/ C*d2 = -ABC2d*
(3.3)' C^d, = -ABC,d*
(3.4)' -Cfd^J
where A=((ζ .*-£„)->), /='(!, -, 1) d
Λ
='(d
w
 -,dNΛ) and B, CΛ are diagonal
matrices with the entries (fty), (c'Ja) respectively.
This system consists of 4Λ/-equations for 2Λf-unknowns. However, by
virtue of the relations (AB)~l=(AB)* and ABJ=—J (see [7, Appendix]), we
conclude that (3. 1)7 is equivalent to (3.4)' and (3.2)7 is equivalent to (3.3)'. Thus
this system reduces to 27V-equations. Next by elimination, we have
a =1,2.
Since
we have
where ((/y,/^)) denotes the Gram matrix of vector- valued f unctions f.\
fj(x) = Vyι> ^2) exp (if
 yΛ?) Λ ^O .
Therefore under our assumptions the numbers dj(A are uniquely determined and
satisfy the equations (3.1)— (3.4).
Let dj<Λ be determined as above, and put
Consider the function f(ζ)=b22(ζ)b33(ζ)-b23(ξ)b32(ξ). This function is a
rational function of f, and by the relations (3.1)— (3.4) /(f) vanishes at ζ}*
(y=l, •••, N) and has poles of at most first order at ζ. Therefore the function
/GOΦ K?*)"1 is a bounded entire function which tends to 1 as \ζ\—*°°. Thus
we have
(3.6)
Using (3.1)— (3.4) and another expression for b
τι
(ζ)
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we have, by direct calculation,
From (3.6) and (3.7) we conclude that the matrix
G2(ξ) = (baβ(ξ)) α,/9 = 2,3
is unitary.
Put G(ξ)=G2(ξ)G1(ξ)9 then the matrix-valued function G(ζ) is holomorphic
in the lower half plane and by (3.5)
Γ /•* A r* Jr ίf *\ _ ~c j 2 a j z c j\aj2
holds.
Define a
aβ
(ζ) (α, /3=2, 3) by
= G(ζ) .
By the argument of [3, p. 230], the functions a
aβ
(ξ) (α, β = 2, 3) satisfy our
requirements i), iii).
Next define a
n
(ξ), a12(ξ), a13(ξ), aaι(ξ) and a31(ξ) by the following:
= 2, 3
It is easy to see that the matrix (a
aβ
) which we have constructed satisfies i),
ii), iii), iv) and (2.15).
REMARK. In the general case (2.17) the determination of G(ζ) is done by
a quite analogous way. But on the determination of djΛ there appears a system
of higher order algebraic equations. We do not know the solvability and the
uniqueness of the solution of that system.
4. Fundamental integral equations
In this section we derive the system of integral equations which connects
kernels K
ΛJ HΛ with the scattering data.
From (2.16) we have
F±0cΰ(x) = π~r±(Λ(ξ) exp (2iξx)dξ a = 1, 2 .
Now on the identity
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β
n
(£ΓΆι(*. £)-«(!, 0, 0)
= (*ι(*. ?)-'(!, 0, 0))+r+1(ξ) exp
multiply π'1 exp (2iξy) and integrate over (—00, oo). The right-hand side gives
(4.1) K&, y)+t(0, f^Π-jO. F+02(^
For y>0 the left-hand side gives
(4.2)
= 2* Σ% ^ (ίΓy)"1^,^*. ?y)+«y^*, fy
Put
f+,.a(x) = -2ίdn(ς ,)-*€„ exp (2£,«) j = 1, -, N, a =1,2,
F^*) = F+ββ(*)+ Σ?-,/+y^ «)
Putting these into the equality (4.1)=(4.2), we have
(4.3) K,(x, y)+ ["F^(x+y+»)K^3c, z)dz+ \~F+2(x+y+z)K3(x, g)dzJo Jo
+'(0, F+l(x+y), F+2(x+y)) = 0 .
Analogously
H1(x,y)+[ F_1(x+y+z)H2(x,z)dz+[ F_2(x+y+z)H3(x, z)dzJ _ o o J _ o o
+'(0, F.fr+y), F_2(x+y)) = 0
holds where
^ exp ( T * ) .
The derivation of (4.3) is similar to that in the case (0.3). The derivation
of the following equation (4.5) does not appear in the case of (0.3).
We denote (a
a
β(ξ))~l = (b
a
β(ζ)) (a, β=2, 3). Since the scattering matrix
(a<*β(ξ)) (#> β=l, 2, 3) is unitary and unimodular, it follows that det (a
a
β(ξ)',
a, β=2, 3)=0J[(£). Accordingly the coefficients b
aβ
 are the boundary values of
the functions meromorphic in the lower half plane. These functions are defined
by the relations
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'
From the identities
*-(*, f) = «..(£)*.(*. £) exP (-
by using the matrix (έ
α
/s(f )), we obtain
(*. f)-'(o. i. 0)
= *,(*, £)-'(0, 1, Q)-rUξ )k1(x, ξ) exp (-2iξx) .
Multiply π'1 exp (—2iζy) on this identity and integrate over (—00, °°). Then
the right-hand side gives
*ι(*, *)Λr-'(ί'*
βl(*+3'), 0, 0) .
By (4.4), for j>0 the left-hand side gives
using the relations (2.11)
= 2ί Σ^», ^ (f^-X-iJ^i^*, ?/)-eK«*»(*. ?y*» exP (-
by (2.10)
Thus we have
(4.5) K2(x, y)- ΓFUx+y+^K^x, ^Λr-^ί^+y), 0, 0) = 0 .Jo
Analogously we have
κ3(χ, y)- f V ϊ1(*+y+*)Jκ:1(*, ^ -^'(ί f^+j), o, o) = oJo
tf,(*. y)- Γ Fi^+yH-*) ^ (Λ, xidx-'pux+y), o, o) = o
J_oo
*^, j)- Γ p ί^ +yH-*)^ *, *)<fa-'(ί *1(*+ )^, 0, 0) = 0 .J_c»
By the standard arguments as in [1], [5], we can show
\F+Λ(x)\ ^C+(x)m+(x) , \F_Λ(x)\ ^C_(oc)m_(x) a = 1, 2
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where C±(x) are some non-increasing functions as #-^±00 respectively.
5. Inverse problem
In this section we study the inverse problem for the operator L
u
.
Let K
Λ
(£), ζjy c.Λ, (α=l, 2,y=l, -,Λr)} be the right scattering data.
We construct the scattering matrix according to the construction in §3. Then
the functions
F±oa(x) = π~l(r±Λ(ξ) exp (2ίξx)dξ
belong to L1'00. Here we assume that the functions m±Λ(±x)=sup±y^±x
\F±OΛ(±y) I belong to U(a> oo) for some a.
The solvability of the system of integral equations in §4 for kernels F±ot,
the uniqueness of the solutions and the estimates for the solutions can be shown
by an analogous way which has been stated in [6]. We denote its solutions by
K
Λ
, H
Λ
 and define k
Λ
, h
Λ) φΛ9 -ψ Λ by (1.4), (1.3). If for these solutions the
equalities
K*(x, 0) = -K
n
(x, 0) K*(x, 0) = -Ktl(x, 0)
' ' -H*(x, 0) = H
n
(x, 0) -H*(x, 0) = H
u
(x, 0)
hold, we put
«+l(*) = K*(x, 0) ««(*) = K*(x, 0)
«.,(*) = -H*&x, 0) u.2(x) = -H*(x, 0).
In that case by analogous arguments as in [1], [5], we can show that φ
Λ
, Λ|Γ
Λ
satisfy (1.1) with u=u±=*(u±1, u±2) respectively, and that under certain additional
analytical conditions on F±OΛ u±(x) coincide.
At present we have no proof for (5.1). Here we show that for reflectionless
case (r+l(ξ)=r+2(ξ)=0) (5.1) can be verified. In that case as the kernels F±Λ
degenerate, the system of integral equations reduces to system of linear equations.
We seek the solutions K
Λ
 in the form
K,(χ, y) = Σf-i/./W exp (2iζ
ιy)
Kt(x, y) = Σf-i/yK*) exp (-2»e/*y) j - 2, 3
where
Put
gjM = '(/^w. -./^w) y, * = i, 2,3.
Then the system of integral equations takes the following form, which is the
system of linear equations for unknowns/J^:
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g
u
+BCJEA*g
n
+BCtEA*gκ = 0
g12+BC1EA*g22+BC2EA*g32-2iBC1EJ = 0
g}3+BC1EA*g23+BC2EA*g33-2iBC2EJ = 0
g/1-B*CJ.lE*Agu-2iB*C*.1E*J = 0
gJt-B*C*-J£*Aga = 0
= Q j = 2,3
where A9 B are defined in §3 and Cy, E are the diagonal matrices with the entries
(£/y), (exp (2iζlx)) respectively.
From above equations we obtain equations for gl2, gl3, g21, g31
D*gl/ = 2iBC^EJ j = 2, 3
*
v
E*J
where
Z)1 = IN+E*C*B*AEC1BA*+E*C*B*AEC2BA*
IN+E*C*B*AEC1BA* E*C*B*AEC2BA*_
~ * IN+E*C*B*AEC2BA*
(/jv is the identity matrix of degree N).
We calculate the determinants and the cofactors of matrices D1 and D2, by
using the formula
det (Sjt+Xjt) = 1+ Σ?-, Xι J> * = 1, -. »
where X, is the sum of the principal minors of matrix (*yA) of degree / and the
modification of this formula. We denote the (a, /3)-cofactors of the matrices D.
by dlfβ respectively. Then the expressions
K*(x, 0) = -2i(det A)'1 Σ?ί-t rfS/J«ί.y-.*.* exP (-
ΛΓ»(*, 0) = 2/(det A)'1 Σ&-X (rfS
K3l(x, 0) = 2/(det A)'1 Σ&-I (^
hold.
After direct calculation, we have
det A = det A
X det ((f ,-Γ,*)-1) det ((e*1<rr.1+e.Vr.,)(r.*-Cr)-1)
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where r= lly ••-, ljy s=kly •••, k..
And for cofactors we obtain the relations
(-2iζ*x) = (dftcl+df^c&b* exp (-2iζ
exp (-2if
β
**) = (dft^ft+dftv^cfab* exp
Thus we have (5.1).
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